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ABOUT THE BOOK
A fascinating examination of what “the pursuit of happiness” meant to our
nation’s Founders and how that famous phrase defined their lives and
became the foundation of our democracy.

The Declaration of Independence identified “the pursuit of happiness” as
one of our unalienable rights, along with life and liberty. Jeffrey Rosen, the
president of the National Constitution Center, profiles six of the most
influential founders—Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton—to
show what pursuing happiness meant in their lives.

By reading the classical Greek and Roman moral philosophers who
inspired the Founders, Rosen shows us how they understood the pursuit
of happiness as a quest for being good, not feeling good—the pursuit of
lifelong virtue, not short-term pleasure. Among those virtues were the
habits of industry, temperance, moderation, and sincerity, which the
Founders viewed as part of a daily struggle for self-improvement,
character development, and calm self-mastery. They believed that political
self-government required personal self-government. For all six Founders,
the pursuit of virtue was incompatible with enslavement of African
Americans, although the Virginians betrayed their own principles.

The Pursuit of Happiness is more than an elucidation of the Declaration’s
famous phrase; it is a revelatory journey into the minds of the Founders,
and a deep, rich, and fresh understanding of the foundation of our
democracy.

https://constitutioncenter.org/
https://twitter.com/RosenJeffrey
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffrey-rosen-1158829b


1. Benjamin Franklin developed a “spiritual accounting system” to track
his adherence to thirteen virtues. If you had to develop a list of practices
& values that are important to you, which would you select?

2. Using Franklin’s chart on page 22, put an x mark next to each of the
thirteen virtues you fell short of today. Can you improve by daily self-
accounting? Discuss.

3. In adding humility at the end of his list of thirteen virtues, Franklin
gave the example “Imitate Jesus and Socrates.” What do the classical
and Christian traditions say about humility? Where do the two wisdom
traditions agree and disagree?

4. Each of the chapters begins with a sonnet summing up the wisdom
of the ancient philosophers who inspired the Founders. From the
classical philosophers to the Bhagavad Gita, all the sonnets explore the
importance of self-mastery, emotional temperance, moderation of
thought and speech, and tranquility of mind. What do you make of the
similarities and differences among the wisdom traditions?

5. The Spectator was a London magazine that deeply influenced
Benjamin Franklin. Essays in the Spectator opened with a quote from a
Roman poet or philosopher. Rosen, too, begins each chapter with a
verse from the Classical period. What does this editorial decision
accomplish? What is the relationship between each verse and its
associated chapter?

6. Rosen describes the marriage between John and Abigail Adams as “a
true intellectual and romantic friendship.” How did John and Abigail
push one another to self-improvement?

7. Cicero wrote The Tusculan Disputations following the death of his
daughter. Here, Cicero describes moral philosophy as “the medicine of
our souls” (p. 92). Does Cicero believe that suffering is necessary for
virtue, virtue is necessary to endure suffering, or both?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS



8. On p. 100, Francis Hutcheson says the rights of conscience are
“unalienable” because we can’t command ourselves to think as we or
anyone else pleases and because transferring the right to freedom of
thought to government would not serve any valuable purpose. Do you
agree? Why did he insist that the right to pursue happiness was also an
unalienable right?

9. How did Phillis Wheatley's experience as an enslaved person inform
her creative work?

10. In her ode to David Worcester, Phillis Wheatley writes, “Let virtue
reign—And thou accord our prayers / Be victory our's, and generous
freedom theirs” (p. 130). In this poem, to whom does “our” and “they”
refer? What does this tell us about the intended audience for Phillis
Wheatley's poems?

11. As Commander of the Continental Army, George Washington
pacified a brewing mutiny at Newburgh. How did he manage to calm
his troops? How would you describe his leadership style?

12. As a teenager, George Washington studied a 1734 poem from the
Gentleman’s Magazine called “True Happiness.” The poem advises the
reader to pursue “A merry night without much drinking / A happy
thought without much thinking” (p. 155). What are the risks of “too
much” thinking and other “perturbations of the mind”?

13. In 1787, Madison predicted that America's vast geography and large
population would prevent passionate mobs from mobilizing. Their
dangerous energy would burn out before it could inflame others, he
reasoned. What, if anything, did Madison's theory get wrong?

14. Thomas Jefferson created his own version of the Bible by copying
selections from the New Testament that he felt represented the pure
moral teachings of Jesus. Jefferson omitted all sections that he felt
represented the “corruptions” and “mysticisms” of his followers. How
did Jefferson believe that faith is compatible with reason?
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15. Thomas Jefferson was a slave-owner who, records show, understood
that slavery was in direct conflict with the classical virtues he believed
in. As you reflect on Jefferson's legacy, do you believe it's possible to
separate his ideas from his actions? Explain.

16. On p. 207, Rosen distills the core message of the Bhagavad Gita. Turn
to that page, and discuss.

17. John Quincy Adams constantly chastised himself for falling short of
his own standards of perfection in mastering his own speech, thoughts,
and actions. Was he too hard on himself? When does the quest for
moral perfection lead to self-recrimination and anxiety rather than
happiness?

18. According to Frederick Douglass, happiness is achieved through
“useful work,” rather than from simple hedonistic activities. Why is this
the case, according to Douglass? Discuss the relationship between
industry and happiness.

19. Why, according to Louis Brandeis, is privacy necessary for the pursuit
of happiness?

20. The Founders believed that personal self-government is necessary
for political self- government. Why? What happens to a Republic when
citizens and leaders fail to control themselves?
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Morning Joe
MSNBC Live with Ali Velshi
Arizona Horizon

Media

Reviews

Kirkus
Publisher’s Weekly
Library Journal
Booklist

How Philosophy Influenced the Founding Fathers

Video

Primary Texts that Inspired the Founders

Cicero, Tusculan Disputations and On Duties
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations
Seneca’s Essays
Epictetus’s Enchiridion
Plutarch’s Lives
Xenophon’s Memorabilia of Socrates
Hume’s Essays
Montesquieu’s The Spirit of the Laws
Locke’s An Essay Concerning Human Understanding and Treatises
on Government
Adam Smith’s The Theory of Moral Sentiments

https://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTMzNjQ2NiZNRElEPTIwODA2NzkxJk1EU2VlZD02NTMyJlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-s-explosive-murder-immunity-defense-not-gonna-fly-with-scotus-201891909796
https://azpbs.org/horizon/2024/02/author-inspired-by-the-founding-fathers-pursuit-of-happiness/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/jeffrey-rosen/the-pursuit-of-happiness-rosen/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/9781668002476
https://www.libraryjournal.com/story/prepub-alert-the-complete-list-february-2024
https://www.booklistonline.com/The-Pursuit-of-Happiness-How-Classical-Writers-on-Virtue-Inspired-the-Lives-of-the-Founders-and-Defined-America-/pid=9786213
https://youtu.be/Yx0XI4RTCJY?si=oQBubEgWqaMpeUAA


If you decide to adopt The Pursuit of Happiness for your book club, we
would love to hear about it! Please let us know by emailing us at

marketing@simonandschuster.com or post on social media using the
hashtags #SimonBooks and #ThePursuitOfHappiness.

To book Jeffrey Rosen for speaking engagements, please contact
info@simonspeakers.com.

Thank you for your consideration.

Your friends at Simon & Schuster


